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1/9/16 Greg Penn's talk 

 

Sven: tradeoff between wavelength and energy spread (slide 5). 

 

Q: can't be mirroring phase noise from seeds? Hopefully seeds are 

strong enough that no need to worry. Shot noise should be kept 

low. Its worse if there are more phase samples. Random may be good. 

 

Brian: can get sources of strong coherant spontaneous emission. Is it 

an artefact? 

 

Q: distance between bands is not constant? Actually its the thickness 

that changes. 26th harmonic plus a phase shift. 

 

Q: echo gives several strong nearby harmonics, can tune the undulator 

to one of them. 

 

Q: economic use of pulse energy, which should be the shorter 

wavelength? Second one would be better but not clear. 

 

Neil Thompson's talk (GENESIS, PUFFIN) 

 

Ati: interference between different undulator modules. Phase may not 

be exactly maintained. 

 

Pino: effect of mode locking is dominant 

 

Q: looking at harmonics, do you see some mode locking structure? Yes 

its similar but not been studied. 

 

Greg: how many chicanes? Each undulator less thatn gain length so 

typically 20. 

 

Takashi Tanuka's talk 

 

Ati: where are you doing harmonic generation? Done in 1st section. 

 



Brian: is it 3D optics? Yes, there is diffraction in longer 

wavelength. 

 

Ati: is it a problem generating other radiation? No. 

 

Andreas Maier's talk 

 

Igor: energy measurementon target. Up to 7J. Did you measure electron 

stability?  

 

Pino: what is bunch length? what kind of undulator? 

 

Igor: what is the taper? Not decided yet. 

 

Pino: short bunch is main challenge for simulations. 

 

Dinh Nguyen's talk (GENESIS) 

 

Richard: why not use in fundamental all way thgouth? Here we have 

large photon energy range, so want low and high too. 

 

Discussion 

 

Q: EHE challenges, how to simulate micro-bunchng in chicanes?  

 

Greg: energy undulation influences micro-bunching. Can make it worse. 

Strong interference. 

 

Ati: can use short wavelength, have a publication. 

 

Igor: mode locking.  

 

Brian: real chicanes, 100 wavelength slippage.  

 

Neil: will try it on CLARA. Single period undulation. Needs tuning 

between modules. 

 

Ati: mode locking should be sensitive to beam size?  

 

Neil: not looked at that. 

 

Neil: electrons propagating longitudinally, hard to model.  

 

Sven: introducing it into GENESIS, requirees particle migration which 

is hard to model.  

 

Brian: codes have to keep up with all new ideas. 

 

Lawrence: how do we scale to shorter wavelength? 

 

Brian: modelling plasma accelerators? How accurate? Benchmarking? 

 



Andreas: how much effort? PIC simulations quite advanced, but need 

accurate experimental parameters. Full power laser wavefront, burns 

the diagnostics? Only need it as a guide to design. 

 

Igor: Did some measurement in Berkeley and helped a lot. With 1kA 

beam, wants seeding?  

 

Andreas: often asked that. Happy if something comes out of noise, then 

start improving. Could be several seed options, but adds complexity. 

Want to keep expt. simple at first.  

 

Sven: seeding not needed, only one short region that's amplified, 

would be different with long bunches. Too short in FEL. 

 

Jean-Luc Vay's talk 

 

Brian: characteristics of hyperbolic PDEs? (slide 28) Could be more 

general than illustrated. 

 

Sven: for FEL in lab frame + EM, don't you need to increase domain 

size? Pushed away from undulator field in lab frame. Yes, need to 

estimate required frame size. 

 

Igor: is adaptive mesh refinement used? Yes. May need to do 

re-sampling of macro-particles. 

 

Lawrence: localised FFTs, used for any EM PIC simulation, what about 

wavelength effects? Not restricted by cutting, K-space maybe reduced, 

but wave front looks the same. 

 

Pino: solving particle equation of motion for each macro-particle, 

other method for EM field. 

 

Simone di Mitri's talk (GPT, ELEGANT, IMPACT, ASTRA, GENEIS, BMAD, 

PLACET) 

 

Pino: often ask, how do you optimise power of laser heater?  

 

2 steps, CSR emission near to undulator, then at FEL, spectrum vs. 

intensity. 

 

Greg: is there a plan for beam base alignment, e.g. withour dog leg? 

 

Modulator is too short. 

 

Martin: energy spread? (slide 8) is example of shaping, not sure how 

it affects spread, preliminary study. 

 

* Tribute to John Madey - invented FEL and died in July. 

 

Gabriel Marcus' talk (SRW, OPC, PHASE, GENESIS, MINERVA) 

 



Henry: different frequency components for MINERVA and GENESIS - will 

explain later. 

 

Brian: choice of optical axis important - must determine before doing 

calculations. Also need to define main frequency content. 

 

Henry: field defined on a grid, do you go through same x,y position 

from slice to slice. Yes. 

 

Sven: not 100% transmission through a monochromator, so determinant=1 

not sufficient. Need to re-calculate parameters? Could be complex. 

 

Svitozar: 1 step so store time for 3 or ?? elements.  

Yes, but its slow because brute force. Could be advantage for large 

system. 

 

Dinh: does it account for edge diffraction at slit?  

Yes, but currently not in a single step. (Needs to be complex). 

 

Igor Andriyash's talk (PLARES-FEL, PLARES-PIC, CHIMERA) 

 

Brian: high density zone is travelling along the undulator = 

super-matching? 

 

Ati: high current, low energy, beam will change size, is it enough? 

Martin will describe tomorrow. 

 

J.-L. Vay's second talk (WARP) 

 

Sven: question about ?? in or out of the undulator. Using average 

gamma of beam in the undulator, still has some velocity when it 

enters. 

 

Henry: propagating undulator back for so many periods then can look 

(boosted frame) "bucket frame" 

 

Pino: Bambini frame - was a problem, only worked for helical 

undulators. Trajectory is not simple, so average should be more 

comlicated.  

J-LV: we didn't do any average, just need correct time 

step. Illustrations done for planar undulator with plane waves. Field 

structure doesn't matter. Must use relativistic theory. 

 

Sven: field becomes and EM wave, can still add fields. 

 

Henry: can transfer energy from electrons to EM wave. 

 

Pino: in beginning was in electron rest frame, so seen as a 

wave. Everything written as Maxwell eqn. plus terms accounting for 

approximation. 

 

Henry Freund's talk (MINERVA) 



 

* remember to post user manuals on Web site 

 

- can translate from ELEGANT, DIMAD, PARMELA input GENESIS file. Has 

restart capability. Used to do partial run then optimisation for final 

part repeated multiple times. Interface to OPC. Using DFL file 

(GENESIS) 

 

Lawrence's talk 

 

Henry: how is energy conservation handled? This is one of the deeper 

issues, may not obey at low frequency. 

 

Dinh: why harmonics are  non-integral? Possibly undulation pattern. 

 

Greg: Farly ?? method, but not a unique frequency, need to sample 

radiation field correctly. Still assume resonant wavelength. 

 

Greg: magnetic field integrals: may need more than one period. 

 

Manuel Kirchen's talk (FBPIC, CHIMERA) 

 

- Python, JIT translation to CUDA... 

 

Sven: Galilean transform in boosted frame. Can't be done in lab 

frame. Still reduces region of computation. Not a moving window, but 

speedup is similar. 

 

Igor: faster than light on the grid. Galilean trick works with PJATD 

?? only. 

 

Giuseppe Dattoli's talk (ORMETEO, PARSIFEL) 

 

* Tribute to P.L. Ottoviari (b.1941-d.2014) 

 

Eduard Pratt (GENESIS) 

 

Ati: about what is included in GENESIS. Last version has everything 

and is easier to use. 

 

James: did you look at random sequence of delays? Can do, but want to 

avoid over bunching, so halve at each step. 

 

Greg: self seeding? Yes its possible, but don't have ??? 

Separate phase shifting? Insertion devices do both. Chicane design 

with permanent magnets is done. 

 

Simone: tolerance, with 1.5mm-3mm field? 

 

Pino: show saturation plots. Same power at end for each length. Should 

have a reduction, but its not tapered yet. Don't know. 

 



Gabriel Marcus's second talk (IMPACT, GENESIS) 

 

Henry: laser on photo cathode may not be Gaussian, e.g. spot size, 

speckle etc. emission may therefore show structure.  

No its not captured in the simulation. Have an active research 

programme at LCLS to shape laser profile. Not sure how large the 

effects are, but close to design values. 

 

Henry: optimising the taper? Usually use a formula, any custom 

processes?  

Yes, usually results not as good. Want to optimise the trapping. Greg 

also seen this. 

 

Q: how robust is the GA solution? E.g. to perturbation?  

Don't know, under discussion. Currently auto-tuning using OCELOT.  

 

What happens if machine drifts and can't get back to the same 

conditions?  

Needs some manual control. 

 

Dave D: Considering trying with I_SASE or HB-SASE.  

Not yet. Doing some on Cu linac with seeded FEL. 

 

Dinh: has beam energy of SCRF linac been changed?  

Proposal for 

additional cryo-modules will take it to 8GeV. 

 

Erik Hemming's talk 

 

Dinh: what harmonics for soft X-rays?  

approx. 100-150, not too different from 75, would be scattering at 

200. 

 

E.-M. C: ?? Considering staged combination of HGHG and echo. 

 

Pino: how to add quantum effects? T.Sabakov has done it. Greg also? 

Not using Fokker-Planck. 

 

Brian: best place to do acceleration between processes?  

Not done. 

 

Bas v.d.Geer's talk (GPT) 

 

Ati: how long did it take to set the constraints?  

Using GPT helps to focus on this - have to think about it which is 

good. This is where the knowledge is! 

 

Pino: coherence length vs. charge. Can you deduce a scaling law? 

Should come out of the optimisation results. 

 

Ati: look at all plots to see correlations?  



Have just automated the process. Not too different from conventional 

working. Not magic! It saves time. 

 

Brian: feels threatened!  

Can get a design, but still have to do sensitivity analysis to 

understand stability, tolerances, practical build. Can be useful to 

check questions. 

 

Q: stability of solution to ambient errors?  

Question has not been properly addressed by GA community. 

 

Sven: can put in Jacobian, or write into algorithm. 

 

Andrew Colin's talk 

 

Svitozar: OCELOT, yes like it, why Java?  

AC likes it.  

We use Python. Already tried something similar, e.g. with adapters to 

GENESIS. Have multi-parameter GA for tapering on top. 

 

Dinh. Applaud your efforts! Want to generate input test files and add 

documentation. I.e. output the list of parameters. ALread does output 

the namelist. Add comments, e.g. which files worked. Could also add 

dependencies. 

 

Greg: Hard to do everything, but could have examples/ template 

deck. Gets people to contribute cases = a repository. 

 

M.Khojoyan's talk (BETA, ASTRA) 

 

Richard: 11% energy spread too much?  

Have several schemes to reduce it. This was just the first run. 

Different energy have waist in different places, could use tapering to 

exploit. 

 

Brian: is it possible to model stability issues? If it could be 

re-produced maybe it could be addressed. 

 

Igor: comment: Soleil are trying a number of stabilisation schemes, 

but it was not done here. Requires 3D simulations to model. 

 

Ati: can you take best shot and put parameters into model? 

 

Ati: if a short and strong q-pole, can phase changes be measured and 

added to simulation? 

 

Simone; energy spread in front of undulator approc 11%. This will be 

unique and before doing FEL. Can you monochtomatise in the chicane? 

Yes will do it. 

 

Jonny Smith's talk (FXFEL) 

 



Bas: what should be the community file format? Should agree! 

e.g. HDF5, SDDS, some other not documented...  

Tech-X did a survey, chose HDF5 plus meta-data = VizSchema which can 

feed into IDL, VisIt, ParaView. There is also OpenPMD. 

 

Andreas: a compromise is to define an open meta-data standard, use 

whatever format you want. Agree names, units, etc. VizSchema also does 

this. 

 

Brian: want a common transfer format. Why not use SI units? Some 

things are redived quantities. 

 

Neil Thompson's second talk (GENESIS, PUFFIN) 

 

Sven: modulator step-wise taper?  

Yes. 

 

Dinh: temporal coherence expt. Can do different approaches. Fill in 

gaps other people not doing. Get set of techniques to meet 

requirements. 

 

Gabriel: can you map mode-locking to users' expts? Like amplified 

HEHG. Same phase of each probe enables spectroscopy. 

 

Q: How is split between research and unsutry use?  

Not decided. 

 

Discussion 

 

Jonny: Meta-data and ??? have been partly documented. 

 

Brian: start with a single distribution of particles. 

 

A.Colin: standards enter in many areas and are accepted 

 

Andreas: needs a "spec sheet" and make public. Grow a standard from 

this 

 

Bas: what about momentum? 

 

Manuel: OpenPMD can convert units if they are defined. 

 

Pino: may depend how you want to use, e.g. momentum 

 

Bas: want a generic format to span a range of applications. 

 

Discussion 2 

 

Neil: suggested using inches for length and BTU for energy... 

 

Brian: what do you want CLARA to do? What kind of undulators? Planar 

or Apple? 



 

Sven: we decided to use Apple-X, an un-explored domain with new 

degress of freedom. Even theory not fully explored. Step-wise or 

linear taper - explore extreme cases. 

 

Neil: Erik was suggesting OAM ?? etc. 

 

Erik: agree with Sven - CLARA should be a novel test facility, so 

should have as much flexibility as possible. Planar and circular 

phases, 2 orthogonal in same undulator. Novel mode locking apps? 

 

Brian: does Apple perform as well? 

 

Sven: it gives pease on axie ?? increase flux in one direction. 

 

Dinh: operating at a low beam energy, so may be a problem. 

 

Gabriel: looking at Delta ?? undulator at SLAC, similar to Apple, 

active research area 

 

Dinh: want to mention drift of experimental data in X-ray FEL. Users 

already lined up for facilities. CLARA will be unique to test user 

ideas. Would like mechanism to bid for time from international 

perspective. 

 

Brian/ Neil: Welcome interest. Seem to be quite a bit. Noted 

elliptical undulators are of value 

 

Erik: multi-colour shift of interest, a hot topic. 

 

Brian: weird pulses users not yet considered 

 

Erik: want to tease out tiny signals from background. Look into data. 

 

Brian: from UK perspective not a lot of interaction with potential new 

users. 

 

Dinh: think there is effort at LCLS-2 conference, developers present 

to users and ask for new ideas. 

 

Gabriel: workshops started in 2010 looking at inaccessible areas of 

parameter space. Also un-official exchange of ideas. Dialogue is 

improving. 

 

Sven: similar at Swiss-FEL. Wish lists are rare but useful. An 

existing cenre enables this. E.g. test facility. 

 

Erik: demonstrate wild ideas. Users may not have thought about it, but 

may find uses. Currently getting new results all the time. 

 

Greg: also need empty spaces to test devices for machine physics. 

 



Neil: making allowance for some thins, e.g. beam heating. 

 

Pino: QED effects, want a large number of intra-cavity port holes, 

etc. 

 

Brian: plasma accelerators? 

 

Igor: FACET2 

 

Brian: do we need better modelling?  

 

Andeas: no way yo check  if its right... 

 

Andreas: features are developed as required. Diagnostics are 

challenging but will happen. 

 

Igor: shot noise situation un-clear. Happy with PUFFIN, MINERVA, 

CHIMERA. 

 

Andreas: there are bigger problems! 

 

M.-E.C: different communities, heavy to compute for plasma beams. Can 

LPA people provide better beams? Currently having to manipulate beam 

properties in long transfer line. 

 

Ati: could put undulation in plasma. Get from plasma to conventional. 

 

Andreas: V.v.difficult! Better to do 1 step at a time. 

 

Igor: try plasma lens, but how? 

 

M.-E.C: plus magnets... 

 

Jonny: can simulate it, but heavy. Hard to characterise a real plasma 

and too slow. 

 

Dinh: try a plasma undulator on a conventional accelerator. 

 

Igor/ Jonny/ Dinh/ Bas/ Manuel: plama undulator, guiding channel => a 

corrugated plasma channel.  

Andreas: could be done. 

 

M.-E.C: but can LPA give FEL radiation? Its more difficult. 

 

Andreas: need to understand and control devices - plasma plus laser - 

then what can you do with it? Want a benchmark application. 

 

Ati: not sure its "fancy.  

Andi: its always the laser that causes problems. Taken 3 years so far. 

Need to be careful but it takes time and money. 

 



E.-M.C: very few papers on LPA measure all the parameters, optimse 

different things. 

 

Brian: dialextric accelerators?  

Jonny: unlikely to be useful soon but:  

1)dialectric grating; 2) dialectric wall. 

 

Greg: heard that 1GeV beam may be possibl in theory, e.g. Argonne. 

 

Dinh: doing demonstration at LANL 

 

Brian: there are proposals to do beam driven, more novel? 

 


